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he special envoy of True Mother, Rev. Sa Kwang-
Kee arrived in Portugal Monday, later than 
expected. From Milano, Italy to Lisbon it took 12 

hours because of various factors. Being a long and 
tiresome trip the welcome and the worm heart of 
Portuguese community were even more appreciated.  

In the first evening we had dinner together and took 
time to remember common memories from the time of 
Continental Leader mission and not only. Younger and 
older responsible participated in this informal meeting 
and shared their heart and listened to many experiences 
that marked Rev. Sa´s life. It was a good and worm 
beginning that gave a lot of hope. The second day we 
had the chance to show our property, especially the 
land own by the movement, were an ongoing 
investment it is made. The land is rented and spices and 
aromatically plants are organically cultivated. 

In the evening the official speech was delivered with a 
large audience and we could get very useful information 

but also good inspiration for our life of faith. It was clear 
from the explanations but also from the attitude that 
Rev. Sa was here to support, to comfort and to help 
finding new ways to develop Europe. We could 
understand the vast experience that Rev. Sa had in 
Europe and his deep dedication to True Mother. 

In the third day before departure we had the chance to 
share a wonderful Korean meal with a multitude of 
flavors and textures.  Although food is not the most 
important we actually can find many ways to express 
our heart through serving food. And this meal was a 
proof.  

There was no great departure ceremony, we know that 
we will have the chance to meet again and work 
together again and that the world is every time smaller. 

We want to express our gratitude. 
In the name of All Portuguese Family. 
Sérgio & Hyun Neto 
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